
Alfred Mois Natan And Merkado Mois Natan 

My sons Alfred Mois Natan and Merkado Mois Natan photographed in Sofia in 1963.

After I got married, we lived in a small rented flat that was destroyed later, and we were given an
apartment, which we shared with other people. Then we moved to another place and finally I
managed to buy a flat of 150 sq.m. (four rooms and a kitchen) from a friend in Maria Luisa Street in
1972. We still live there. My friend was fed up with this apartment, because there were tenants in
it. We managed to move in 1975, but we continued with the law suits against the last tenant for
three or four more years, because he didn't want to move from there. Now only two of us live here
- my wife and I - because my children have their own places now. One of my sons lives in Bulgaria,
but has a separate flat, while the other is in Canada. My older son is Merkado - named after my
father - he was born in 1960; the younger is Alfred and he was born in 1963 - both of them in Sofia.
My son Merkado Mois Natan (this is the full name of my father, in the same way I carry the full
name of my grandfather) is a lawyer and lives in Sofia. He has a family and a son, whose name is
Mois Merkado Natan (that is also my name) and has just turned 17. His wife is a Bulgarian, and is
also a lawyer. My younger son Alfred lives in Canada. He studied for two years at the Mechanical
Electro-Technical Institute in Sofia and decided to move to Israel, and he set off for there without
completing his university education in 1990. I didn't agree that he should leave without finishing
his education, but he did it. He was married to a Bulgarian in Sofia and he has a daughter from her,
but he divorced and left for there. Four months later he came back, married his girlfriend and
moved to live in Israel with her. After that they emigrated to Canada in 1993. He has two sons from
his second marriage, the first one is 10 years old, the second one is 7. He attended a course for
dental mechanics and now works as a dental mechanic. Both his children from the second marriage
were born in Canada.

Until my father was alive he used to tell everything about the Jewish tradition to my sons. He used
to tell them things, take them to the Bet Am or the synagogue. He told them about the Jewish
history and the religious holidays as a way to observe traditions. Then I had two jobs - and I had
classes at the Mechanical Electro-Technical Institute, so I didn't have much time. They are brought
up as Jews and that's how they feel themselves. They had Jews for friends even when it was not
allowed for Jews to gather in Bet Am before the changes of [10th November] 1989. They used to
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gather at home - because we had a big flat and they had their own rooms. I used to go to
synagogue only on high holidays before the changes. I am from those few people who know
Hebrew and can read prayers. Now we mark all the holidays. I go to synagogue on Friday evenings,
I am there on Saturday mornings, too. Besides, I worked for four years at the synagogue - I was
vice-chairman of the Religious Council. My friends are Jews and Bulgarians. There are now no
relatives left with whom we may keep in touch - neither in Sofia, nor in Israel.
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